Assignment 9

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2021-03-24, 23:59 IST.

1. Who is the author of the book "The Mind of the Strategist"?  1 point
   - Michael E. Porter
   - Robert Axelrod
   - Michael Hammond
   - Remi Herreman

   Accepted Answers: Michael Hammond

2. Ronen's leadership requires:  1 point
   - Hind sight
   - Reflection
   - Firm sight
   - Umpire sight

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Firm sight

3. Jack Welch characterizes a leadership model that is strongly oriented towards:  1 point
   - Financial engineering
   - Demotivation of employees
   - Empowering more people
   - Business Performance

   Accepted Answers: Business Performance

4. Under Bill Gates' performance leadership model, Microsoft:  1 point
   - Excelled in Operating System development and was in the forefront of Cloud developments
   - Excelled in Operating System development but missed being in the forefront of Cloud developments
   - Declined in Operating System development but led in Cloud developments
   - Declined in both Operating Systems and Cloud developments

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Declined in Operating System development but led in Cloud developments

5. Which of the following countries has seen company form existing from over 300 years ago:  1 point
   - India
   - USA
   - Japan
   - Australia

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Japan

6. There is a nexus between Corporate Longevity and the following:  1 point
   - Globalization
   - Customer-centricity
   - Technological Innovation
   - All the above

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: All the above

7. Taiichi Ohno could develop the famed Toyota Production System because of his:  1 point
   - University
   - Experience
   - Country
   - Society

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Experience

8. Once a pioneer need not be always a pioneer, automatically. The history of the following company illustrates:  1 point
   - BMW
   - Canon
   - Estée Lauder
   - Toyota

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Estée Lauder

9. A synecdoche of India’s national research and technology competence is:  1 point
   - Luxury automobile supply
   - New mails and multiplexes
   - Statecraft
   - ISRO’s Space Projects

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: ISRO’s Space Projects

10. One of the axes of India’s Atmanirbhar Bharat programme helps in the following leadership principle:  1 point
    - Enhancing import competiveness
    - Enhancing export competiveness
    - Reducing import dependence
    - Expanding import range

    No, the answer is incorrect.
    Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: Reducing import dependence